
I am filled with disgust as I see the tonnes of plastic waste, rotting away in the pacific ocean. It is our 

unwavering moral duty to protect the land which we live on for future generations. Our precious sea life 

is lacerated with floating lifeless bags made of plastic. Fish and coral alike are suffering under the 

tyrannous reign of plastic. Single-use plastic, to put it simply, is a perilous hazard which we cannot risk 

having floating about. Desolate islands of filth, human contamination and death traps for marine life are 

constantly floating around in the sea and air. Animals are dying and they are suffering. I dream of a day 

and age where all animals are free from the chains and grasps of pollution. I dream of a time where 

animals don’t suffer from human soilage but strive in a sanctuary of liveliness. 

 

Single use plastics such as plastic bags, forks, spoons, knives and straws are one of the world’s largest 

pollutants. A percentage of the epipelagic zone is smothered in a layer of plastics. Millions of sea 

creatures mistake these floating atrocities as jellyfish. One or two animals might have died because of 

your folly! Imagine an innocent, sinless animal, choking to death as the malevolent tendrils of plastic 

slowly draw out the last vessels of life left inside its tormented soul. Research has shown that it takes 

plastic hundreds of years to finally break down and become unable to kill. However, in those hundreds 

of years, thousands of animals could have perished. How can you rest knowing that even when you have 

died, your plastic waste would be ending the righteous souls of fish? Entire ecosystems are collapsing. 

Entire habitats are crumbling under human greed. Entire families of creatures are slowly going extinct. 

We must ban single use plastics. 

 

Beyond the fields of sea pollution, single use plastics are being produced in a harmful way. This mass 

produced killer is born under the pillars of caliginous smoke. Gas emissions are the aftermath of plastic. 

The process in which you make plastic is creating another harmful, pernicious pollutant. Swirling masses 

of pain dance through the air. Searching for its next victim. Gas and the remnants of fossil fuels are 

pumped into the pure air. Towering pillars of asphyxiating smoke are rising into the air right as you are 

reading this. Exacerbating the world’s already climbing temperatures. As a result of our laziness, these 

clouds of tenebrous, ebony smoke are smothering birds and humans in a layer of impurity. How can you 

rest knowing that we are destroying this utopia? 

 

Well, even if we do ban this ‘preposterous’ plastic, how will we carry our groceries? How will we be able 

to make straws? How will we be able to use food containers? Well, those problems are being solved. 

Carrying your groceries can now be done by using recyclable paper bags. Paper is a substance which will 

dissolve quickly and won’t be taking the lives of sinless animals. Companies are now making metal 

straws which can be used again and again. Metal straws can be crushed and melted from their original 

shape and turned into other useful objects. Food containers, for example, can be made out of glass. All 

of these examples are better and more sustainable than floating killers waiting for another throat to 

choke. 

 

To summate, we must ban these single use plastics. Killers, spreading misery throughout these animals. 

The world is dying. Oceans are preparing for their last and final breaths. The air is perishing. People and 
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animals alike are drowning beneath the tendrils of greenhouse gasses. We need to ban the plastics 

which are constantly killing away at the helpless creatures. Millions of tonnes of plastic are being thrown 

into the ocean without a second glance. Killing off millions of animals. The food chain is collapsing. 

Entire ecosystems are turning gray and drawing their last breaths. Smoke is billowing out of stone 

pillars, right now as we speak. How are we supposed to rest when we know that the world is dying? We 

will only rest when we know that single use plastics are banned! 
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